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The Canadian Federation of the Blind is a non-
profit, grassroots organization created by and for 
blind Canadians. Its mandate is to improve the lives 
of blind people across the country through:

• a fresh, positive, empowering approach to blindness;

• blind people mentoring blind people to gain knowledge, skills and self- confidence;

• public education about blindness and the abilities of blind people;

• advocacy to create better opportunities and to strengthen rights of blind Canadians.

• raising expectations, because low expectations create obstacles between 

blind people and our goals.

The long white cane is a symbol of empowerment and a tool for independence.

With proper training, opportunity and a positive attitude, blindness is nothing more than
a  characteristic.  Blind  people  can  do  almost  everything  sighted  people  can  do;
sometimes they just use alternative techniques to get the job done.

We are educated. We have skills. We are independent. We are parents. We are 
teachers. We have wisdom. We represent the same range of human diversity, strengths 
and weaknesses as any other sector of the population.

The CFB would like to realize a positive future for all people who are blind. A future where
blind  people  can  find  employment;  a  future  where  blind  people  are  valued  for  their
contributions; a future where blind people are treated like anyone else.

This future involves you. No matter who you are, blind or sighted, you can work with us 
to realize this dream.

Together, we can create change in our social landscape, for the real barriers blind people 
face are erected by ignorance and misunderstanding. Help us achieve what we all want: 
to be treated with dignity and respect. Join us today and be a part of the solution

Our Philosophy

We are not an organization speaking on behalf of blind people; rather we 
are an organization of blind people speaking for ourselves.

We believe it is respectable to be blind.

We believe that with proper training and opportunity, blind people can 
compete on terms of equality with their sighted peers.

We believe the real problem of blindness is not the lack of eyesight. The real 
problem is the lack of positive information about blindness and the 
achievements of blind people.
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President’s Message

By Douglas Lawlor

Since I was elected as CFB president in May
at the CFB Annual General Meeting, 2022
has been an interesting experience and year
for me, that’s for sure.

Firstly, CFB held its convention ‘Positive
Outlook’ in May, this being the second year
we put it on via Zoom.

Secondly, in regards to our human rights
case, I visited Victoria, BC in March to check
out the dangerous hardscape bike lanes that
prevent blind people from independently and
safely accessing bus stops that are now
situated out on floating islands along Pandora
Ave and Wharf St.

Among the main problems I saw in regard to the floating bus stops are, if you have hearing
loss or the traffic volume is high, as it usually is on that busy arterial, you will not hear 
approaching bicycles while you wait for the yellow flashing light to change in your favour. 
And the fact that the audio pedestrian system gives a message saying that vehicles may 
not stop, seems to me that the City does not want to enforce a bylaw saying vehicles, 
including bicycles, must stop for pedestrians, and are using this audio message as 
something that will protect them legally in case someone gets hit.

Another problem I saw was that it was not easy to locate the tactile plate for the crossing 
when walking. The City should have extended that tactile plate so it is easy for anyone 
using a cane to find.

Thirdly, I attended my first in-person US NFB national convention, which was held in New 
Orleans in July. Due to the pandemic, I have only attended previous NFB conventions 
online via Zoom. So, this was different, a big deal.

Attending the convention in person was a very enjoyable experience. I met lots of people 
from different states. I even met some people I would chat with online over the years. Due 
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to the COVID testing situation, I did not get to attend all of the things I wanted to, because 
I had to get a COVID bracelet, which I didn't know about until the next day.

I really enjoyed the events that I did get to attend. I attended a guide dog seminar and 
learned that people are having the same discriminatory problems with public transportation
and guide dogs as we are in Canada.

I really enjoyed a session on estate giving. This is where a person wishes to leave 
something for an organization in their will.

I also attended a session on the performing arts and how this relates to the blind. This 
focused on blind people narrating audio description for film. I even heard some live 
examples of people doing this. It was truly something to hear.

I cannot forget the Exhibit Hall. This is a large conference room that is absolutely full of 
people. Don't be afraid of crowds here. You will get to meet all of the vendors in the 
blindness industry, both low and high tech. I was interested in braille displays this year, so 
spent a lot of time looking at the braille displays and note takers on offer. You can even 
purchase products directly at the convention if you are so inclined.

If you attend one thing, I highly recommend the NFB general sessions. You can get a 
condensed version, with many of the speakers who have presented full seminars in the 
previous couple of days. Be prepared to do a lot of sitting at these sessions. People are 
presenting one after the other here. Interesting, informative and inspiring!

If I could give some advice, be prepared before you go. Make sure you have your passport
and medical insurance. Medical insurance can usually be purchased when you book your 
airline ticket. The last thing you want is to have a medical emergency in the United States 
and suddenly realize that it's not covered on your Canadian medical card.

Also, try to arrive to convention a day early if you can, so you can take care of anything 
that may arise, as well as get the feel for the venue. These venues are very, very big 
places and can take some time to get used to. You will be dealing with lots of people at 
any one time, moving from place to place.

One of the things I didn't realize was that I was being charged an exorbitant amount of 
money for cell service from my Canadian carrier. I ended up going to a T-Mobile store and 
purchasing a SIM card for $60 US that gave me unlimited data for a month. It was certainly
cheaper than paying the high prices my carrier wanted for something like 250 MB of data. 
The way I use data, I would go through that in no time. The sad thing is I lost a day of 
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convention because I had to get this taken care of. If I had arrived a day early, I would 
have taken care of it before the convention started.

Would I go to one of these conventions again? The answer would be a resounding "YES!" 
The NFB national convention has something for every interest. So if you go, you will 
certainly take away something different than I did, because our interests may be different.

I am looking forward to the new year. Three major things I see that the CFB needs to focus
on in 2023 are membership, fundraising and employment, as well as our usual advocacy, 
mentoring and conventions.

I think the biggest challenge for us this year will be to get more members into the 
organization. I would like to focus on the western provinces, mainly Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.

Fundraising. We really need to fundraise. We are always looking for ideas from anyone 
regarding this.

I am looking for a couple of people, so we can put together an employment committee. 
Given the layoffs we are experiencing in the technology industry, and the economic 
situation that I think we are going to see in the next few years, we really need to get 
generating ideas for employment. If there is one thing we all know as Federationists, we 
can be the first to be let go from a job when the economic situation changes.

Here's looking forward to our new year 2023.

“Just because a man lacks the use of his eyes
doesn’t mean he lacks vision.”

~  Stevie Wonder
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The Blind Canadian Magazine 
Celebrates 20th Anniversary!

by Doris Belusic

This year, 2022, we celebrate 20 years of The Blind Canadian, the leading magazine of 
the Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB). Wow, two decades strong!

The Blind Canadian is currently published twice annually and is geared towards the 
general public and the blind alike.

History

The first issue of The Blind Canadian was published in 2002 with Elizabeth Lalonde as 
originating editor.

In 2008, with Volume 3, I took up the role as assistant editor. In 2009, I filled in as editor on
Volume 4 – a special digital edition that honoured Louis Braille on the 200th anniversary of
his birth. Then in 2013, with Volume 6, I began in earnest as The Blind Canadian editor.

CFB self-published the first four volumes. Then between 2012 and 2019, beginning with 
Volume 5, CFB published the magazine through a contract with Jack and Shirley Hyman 
of Public Sector Publications. Thanks to Paul and Mary Ellen Gabias, who had worked 
with them on a previous blindness magazine, we got the new project underway. CFB 
produced the articles and the company looked after digital layout, printing and mailing of 
2,000 copies, as well as providing CFB with a digital copy that we uploaded to CFB’s 
website for online reading. The company also looked after the business end of things. 
including advertisements in the magazine.

Things changed with the onset of Covid and partnership with Public Sector Publications 
came to an end. From then on, CFB has been fully producing each volume of The Blind 
Canadian, in both print and digital formats, although print copies are restrictive in numbers 
now due to high cost. We encourage online reading of The Blind Canadian on CFB’s 
website, www.cfb.ca under “Publications”, available in either pdf or web versions.

We have had several assistant editors over the years and currently Kerry Kijewski is in this
role. Almost from the beginning, Sam Margolis has looked after proofreading and the 
uploading of our online magazine, in both PDF and web versions, to CFB’s website. When 
the Hymans stopped working with us, Sam began a wider role, doing prepress layout, 
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proofreading and everything it takes to get the magazine uploaded in the two digital 
versions, plus, get it ready for the few print copies we do. We still send every volume of 
The Blind Canadian to Library and Archives Canada so the magazines get preserved for 
future generations, and a copy also goes to the NFB’s International library.

Many things have happened and have been written about since the magazine’s inception.

What’s The Blind Canadian About?

The magazine addresses a wide range of topics and issues important to blind Canadians. 
There are loads of informative and inspirational articles, and it also covers events and 
activities of CFB.

The Blind Canadian:
• offers a positive perspective and philosophy on blindness
• serves as a vehicle for advocacy and protection of human rights
• addresses social concerns affecting the blind
• discusses issues related to employment, education, legislation, rehabilitation
• provides news on products and technology used by the blind
• tells the stories of blind people
• archives information and historical documents

The magazine contains:
• CFB and NFB convention reports
• many CFB convention speeches by blind individuals, and our presidents’ convention 
addresses and banquet speeches, which are often transcribed into print from audio 
recordings.

The magazine also has articles on human rights cases that we’ve been involved with, such
as:
• dangerous bike lanes that create inaccessible floating bus stops
• guide dog / taxi discrimination

And the magazine covers other advocacy issues that affect us, such as:
• the need for accessible technology
• the need for proper, government-funded, intensive blindness-skills training
• the issue of employment
• the library services issue
• and more!

Sometimes we reprint, with permission, relevant newspaper articles that deal with 
blindness topics or that involve one or more of our CFB members. We’ve reprinted articles 
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from media such as the Times Colonist, CBC News, The Canadian Press, The Globe and 
Mail, Toronto Star, Richmond News, Black Press Media and 
CTVNewsVancouverIsland.ca. We’ve also reprinted from places like the National Braille 
Press blog and the NFB Braille Monitor.

And, at the end of most volumes are recipes! Recipes like Mary Ellen’s Famous Lasagna, 
Creole Praline Yam Casserole, Bacardi’s Rum Cake, Scottish Shortbread, and in this 
volume, Chili and Pumpkin Spice Cake with Cream Cheese Frosting. After all, many blind 
people are great cooks!

13 Featured Articles

Below is a sampling of the many great articles found in various volumes of The Blind 
Canadian. I’m featuring 13 pieces which are among our best. Again, you can read these 
and more at www.cfb.ca under “Publications”.

1.
Volume 13
“Free as a Butterfly: My Blindness Rehabilitation Journey”, by Gina Huylenbroeck.
This article by Gina is very informative and inspirational, detailing her nine-month journey 
receiving intensive blindness-skills training at the Louisiana Center for the Blind in the US. 
It describes well all that a student goes through over a nine-month period in order to gain 
the best all-round blindness and life skills.

2.
Volume 5
“My Journey at the Louisiana Center for the Blind”, by Elizabeth Lalonde.
This article by Elizabeth is another valuable, interesting piece, detailing her own nine-
month intensive blindness-skills training experience at Louisiana Center for the Blind.

3.
Volume 16
“Blind People in Charge: Ring the Freedom Bell: Pacific Training Centre for the Blind”
At many CFB conventions we hear speeches, like this one, given by Elizabeth Lalonde, 
director of the Pacific Training Centre for the Blind (PTCB) and from her students in the 
Blind People in Charge program. Students tell their inspiring stories of success. This 
article, and the ones sprinkled throughout various volumes of the magazine are very 
interesting and inspiring. Search the others out. They’ll be well worth the read. These 
speeches have been transcribed into print from audio recordings.
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4.
Volume 16
“One Vision, One Cane, One Dream: My Work in India”, by Anna Tolstaya.
This is a convention speech given by Anna, a past-PTCB student.
She spoke about how timid she used to be, but after blindness-skills training at PTCB. She
had gained confidence and skills and ended up travelling solo to volunteer in India.

5.
Volume 15
“What Does ‘Blind’ Have To Do With It? The Right to Parent From a Sighted Daughter’s 
Perspective”, by Joanne Gabias.
Growing up as one of four children to blind parents, Joanne’s speech, presented at the US
National Federation of the Blind (NFB) convention, is an informative, very interesting story 
about growing up with blind parents and the normality of it.

6.
Volume 9
“Living the Life You Want is for Blind People Too”, by Gary Wunder.
Gary is editor of NFB’s leading magazine, The Braille Monitor. He was a guest speaker at 
CFB’s 2014 convention on Bowen Island, BC and gave this super interesting and inspiring 
speech about his life as a blind person.

7.
Volume 9
“Johnny Tai – Martial Artist”, by Johnny Tai.
Johnny, a blind martial artist, gave this very interesting and inspiring speech at CFB’s 2014
convention held on Bowen Island, BC. He talked about his life as a blind child and adult, 
and about winning gold at the International Tiger Balm competition against sighted 
opponents, therefore earning a spot to compete at the Olympics.

8.
Volume 17
“Arrested While Wanting to Grab a Cup of Coffee”
This story of discrimination, told by Ben Fulton, a blind lawyer, is about being arrested in a 
gas station convenience store in BC while trying to buy a cup of coffee. The store owner 
did not want Ben’s accompanying guide dog in the store – and to boot, the police over-
reacted with handcuffs, saying they didn’t realize the dog was a guide dog (even though it 
was in harness!). This article is a transcript of an interview by blind siblings, Brian and 
Kerry Kijewski, from their radio show, Outlook on Radio Western, aired through the 
University of Western Ontario.
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9.
Volume 19
“The Sky’s the Limit, Outlook on Radio Western – 100th Episode”
This is another great interview by Brian and Kerry Kijewski from their radio show, Outlook 
on Radio Western. They have a very interesting conversation with Sky Mundell about his 
life, his disabilities including blindness, his work as a technology trainer at the Pacific 
Training Centre for the Blind, and his accomplishments as a pianist in Victoria, BC, having 
won Vancouver Island’s Got Talent in 2011.

10.
Volume 14
“NFB Song ‘Live the Life You Want’”
An article about NFB’s latest theme song, “Live the Life You Want” and a link to hear this 
inspiring, catchy tune!

11.
Volume 18, Special Edition
“CNIB: Canada’s 100-Year Monopoly”
In 2020 we published this important report, researched and written by Daryl Jones, which 
exposes CNIB’s monopolistic hold over the blindness business in Canada – and discusses
the resulting negative consequences for the blind. After 100 years, the whole scene for 
blind Canadians should be much better. This report was sent to the Competition Bureau of
Canada.

12.
Volume 21
“CFB: An Embodiment of the NFB – Why Does CFB Have Ties With NFB?” by Erik 
Burggraaf.
Erik articulates very well, in an honest, informative way, the relationship between the US 
National Federation of the Blind and our Canadian Federation of the Blind. He tells why we
deeply value and are benefitted by our association with the NFB and their members, but 
also that CFB is still its own organization, fully run by blind Canadians, and not in any way 
in NFB’s back pocket.

13.
Volume 20
“Making Choices, Setting Goals: Look Higher, Think Broader, Dream Bigger”, by Mary 
Ellen Gabias.
This is a very interesting, motivational convention banquet speech given by Mary Ellen in 
her last term as CFB president.
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Celebrating 20 Years

To celebrate The Blind Canadian’s 20th anniversary, we held a narrative nonfiction writing 
contest several months ago. Graeme McCreath’s submission was the winning entry and 
he received a $300 prize, kindly donated by a CFB supporter. Congratulations Graeme! 
You will find his article following this one.

A Thank You

Thank you to all who have participated in the writings and makings of this magazine over 
the past two decades. It is truly a valuable piece of work and is one of the best resources 
available in Canada on all aspects of blindness.

Submissions

We accept submissions for possible publication. Please email to:
editor@cfb.ca

I Am a Blind CFB Member Who Dreams… 
(Winning Entry, CFB Nonfiction Writing Contest)

by Graeme McCreath

Editor’s note: To celebrate the 20th anniversary this year of The Blind Canadian, the 
leading magazine of the Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB), we held a narrative 
nonfiction writing contest. Graeme McCreath’s submission won and he received a $300 
prize, donated thanks to a CFB supporter. Congratulations Graeme!

Graeme, originally from Liverpool, UK, immigrated to Canada as a young blind adult. In the
UK he worked as a secretary for British Aeronautics, then trained and worked as a 
physiotherapist. In Victoria, BC, he worked as a physiotherapist in the hospital setting until 
he, along with his wife Christine, opened and ran their own physiotherapy practice for 
many years while raising their three children. Now in retirement, besides helping to look 
after grandchildren, Graeme is still working hard as an advocate for the blind, having spent
many years as a CFB member and on the executive board. He is instrumental in several 
discrimination human rights cases involving taxi driver discrimination against guide dogs, 
as well as with the Victoria dangerous, poorly-designed bike lane infrastructure which has 
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caused inaccessible floating-island bus stops. He won a case some years ago in Victoria 
which changed accessibility in the annual Times Colonist 10K run. Graeme is also the 
author of the book, The Politics of Blindness.

Below is Graeme’s winning article.

I am a blind CFB member who dreams about a time when blind Canadians are valued for 
their abilities, not devalued for their limitations. A time when we receive the equivalent 
respect and recognition as our fellow citizens. When we are defined as ordinary 
Canadians, who command the resources to produce productive participance. A time when 
we have the technology to be instantly aware of unfamiliar surroundings. When the public 
view us as worthy equal peers, giving us the courtesy to travel barrier free. Society can 
gain in celebrating people’s differences, embrace alternatives in attaining the same goals, 
free from social stigma. Blindness should not be what defines someone, rather, their 
individuality and innate abilities. A book should be defined by its contents, not it's cover.

My very first introduction to inappropriate and derogatory comments from members of the 
public occurred in the summer of 1965 while growing up in the U.K. This profound 
prejudicial remark has remained etched in my memory. Being 18 and still a boarder at a 
residential school for the blind, I wanted to be constructive with my extended summer 
holiday time at home. The public's persona of blindness hit me square in the face. I 
decided to go to the labour exchange to sign up for work. Anticipating a negative 
reception, my mother decided to accompany me. Arriving at the desk, we explained that I 
wanted to register for work. Living in the early 1960's in a summer resort town with 
traditional old fashioned values, the employee announced, looking at my mother, "What on
earth is he going to be employed as?" Determined to respond myself, instead of feeling 
like a piece of furniture being discussed, I replied, "Well, I am strong, fit and able to learn." 
My mother then said, "We all pay into the system and my son is available for summer 
employment like all other young people his age." The clerk reluctantly signed me up and 
for the next eight weeks I showed up as expected, to sign on for work. This opinionated 
employee deliberately avoided me each week and I never did get offered employment. 
Signing up, however, did qualify me for a small weekly unemployment cheque, which I 
suspect was the real reason for such animosity. Those with significant disabilities were 
devalued as burdensome baggage, unworthy of even financial support. It is entirely 
possible that some young naive blind person may have suffered humiliation from such an 
insult, but I hope, like me, they possessed the tenacity and determination to focus on the 
future. In fact, this incident may have prepared me for the many challenges and social 
barriers that we all endure. My mother taught me a valuable lesson - inclusion is a right 
and should not be compromised to permit discrimination.
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Occasionally my blind colleagues and I have pondered how governments could be 
convinced to give blind Canadians the chance to qualify for a profession like physiotherapy
or another practical science based profession. Such an opportunity helped change my life, 
while sowing the seed of blind respectability. The foresight of those influential and 
enlightened medical associates, who saw the potential of blind people, has allowed us the 
opportunity to make social inroads into obtaining employment.

In 1888, blind British citizens became one of the first to have the privilege to train as 
masseurs. Years later, the physiotherapy program grew from this amazing initiative, with 
the national examining body, the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP), embracing 
blind students. There were two fundamental factors that gave success to this wonderful 
employment niche. Ease of access, together with a sound and applicable infrastructure. 
Countrywide access was vital via the Department of Employment for qualifying applicants. 
At that time, medical schools and allied services, such as health sciences, together with 
nursing, were based at designated teaching hospitals. Both the academic and practical 
applications occurred simultaneously. The national CSP, to come in line with "modern" 
expectations, developed a university degree structure which, unfortunately, changed the 
whole dynamics. After 80 years, the North London School of Physiotherapy for the Visually
Impaired closed in 1995. Since 2003, the university program has only produced one 
completely blind graduate.

A specific training infrastructure must be in place that recognizes our challenges and 
limitations. Smaller classes, more hands-on tuition [teaching], braille and talking books of 
related medical specialty, specially trained staff with appropriate skills and a hospital 
environment to support the practical aspects of training are essential to success. Once 
moved to the university, fees were no longer covered by the Department of Employment, 
basically destroying ease of access for blind students. Canada needs to show leadership 
with a bold approach. Specific courses, like physiotherapy and massage, could be made 
available through a similar U.K. Department of Employment initiative. Federal government 
financing with appropriate medical connections could be part of an existing university 
program. Such a bold move could change what it means to be blind in Canada, finally 
replacing the Victorian views of blindness. Our challenges are significant compared with 
the sighted student, and without that recognition, we shall continue to stagnate in the past. 
The actual cost would be completely eliminated through the substantial taxes generated 
after the graduating students become contributors and not treated as custodial charity 
recipients. Dreaming can open a window of imagination that can sometimes, like mine, 
change people's lives forever. Governments at all levels need to be shown that blind 
people deserve to be attached to the "work bench" of life. Vital infrastructure to provide 
channels for blind people’s employment success needs to be developed through a direct 
and sustained government program.
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As a vulnerable minority, blind Canadians must work to educate powerful sighted 
politicians. Fundamentally, if you continue to treat a group as inferior, incapable charity 
cases, history shows you will get the same results. Evidence is clear that when 
government responds to produce training and employment opportunities, this will produce 
a respectful, inclusive and productive work force of blind citizens. Significant challenges 
do, of course, require significant resources and faith in social justice. The oppressed will 
respond if given the chance.

CFB 2022 ‘Positive Outlook’ Convention Report:
Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB)

‘Positive Outlook’ Virtual Convention, May 6 – 8, 2022

by Kerry Kijewski

The Canadian Federation of the Blind convention is organized and put on each spring, 
presented by the blind for the blind.

During the first full weekend of May 2022, we put on our second year of an all-virtual 
convention, with people joining us on Zoom throughout the day, from across the country. It
was decided that this year’s convention would entail one day of sessions and 
presentations – as the world begins to open up, and just maybe things can be in person 
again next year, after these years of Covid-19 distancing. This year’s theme was “Positive 
Outlook” and these words, spoken out loud, gave hope for better days ahead.

Emcees: Kerry Kijewski and Brian Kijewski
Zoom Moderator: Joanne Williams
Door Prizes: Nancy Gill

Friday, May 6 (CFB Trivia Night)

Kicking off this year’s proceedings, Trivia Master Roger Khouri put on a game of music 
trivia. Two teams were captained by the weekend’s MCs, siblings Brian and Kerry, for a 
friendly competition between two groups of CFB members.

Registered participants were eligible to win door prizes throughout the trivia evening and 
after presentations during the convention’s main day.
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Saturday, May 7 (Presentations)

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Pacific

The day began with opening remarks by MCs Brian and Kerry of the podcast Outlook On 
Radio Western and then by CFB Interim (at the time) President, Douglas Lawlor.

First presentation of the day was a favourite returning group, Braille Literacy Canada 
(BLC), presented by Jen Goulden and Daphne Hitchcock, BLC board members and 
leaders in the promotion of Braille.

The second session of the morning was a panel on the Accessible Digital Wayfinding 
Project, Vancouver Waterfront Station, presented by Colette Parras, Wayfinding 
professional /instructor, BCIT Bachelor of Architectural Science program; Jim Taggart, a 
director of Gateway navigation, editor of Sustainable Architecture and Building Magazine, 
and Instructor in the BCIT Bachelor of Architectural Science program; Nathan Gore, 
Marketing and community manager, Waymap; and David Brun, founder of Gateway 
Navigation, which specializes in the research, selection and implementation of audio-
based navigation systems for the blind and low vision community.

Another returning guest was up next, speaking about a financial topic, always applicable, 
All About the RDSP (Registered Disability Savings Plan), presented by Liss Cairns 
(they/them), project manager, Plan Institute – Innovation. Education. Leadership.

Following a brief lunch break, kicking off the afternoon was What's Happening on Bowen 
Island?: The Canadian Organization of the Blind and DeafBlind (COBD), presented by 
Alex Jurgensen, executive director of COBD: Camp Bowen Division; Elizabeth Lalonde, 
executive director of Pacific Training Centre for the Blind (PTCB); Nancy Gill, coordinator, 
PTC Blind and DeafBlind Seniors Roundtable; and more.

Following that, Our Rights, Advocacy, presented by Graeme McCreath, CFB leader and 
author of The Politics of Blindness; and Oriano Belusic, CFB first vice president.

The MCs followed with, Discussions on Diversity and the Outlook On Radio Western 
Podcast, Inspired by the Canadian Federation of the Blind, Outlook is a radio show 
through the University of Western Ontario and a podcast about accessibility, advocacy and
equality, hosted by two siblings who were born blind. Presented by Kerry Kijewski, writer, 
blindness / disability and social justice advocate and co-host of the Outlook Podcast, along
with Brian Kijewski, musician and co-host of the Outlook Podcast.

An overview and update on the organization, All About the CFB - Our Programs and How 
You Can Get Involved came next, presented by Douglas Lawlor, CFB interim president 
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and Erik Burggraaf, CFB second vice president, both leaders of the national CFB, as well 
as CFB of Ontario.

Entertainment followed with an original song, “Real Animal" written by Maggie Bray, 
performed by Sky Mundell, world-class pianist, who is DeafBlind and an adaptive 
technology instructor at the Pacific Training Centre for the Blind; and Maggie Bray, blind 
artist, entrepreneur and facilitator of the CFB Kernels of Hope support group.

The day finished up with closing remarks, a final door prize of $100 and an open chat 
room opportunity for mingling with other convention attendees.

The weekend was rounded out by the CFB Annual General Meeting, held on Sunday, May
8.

Thanks goes out, for another year, to Elizabeth Lalonde and everyone on the planning 
/organizing committee for being flexible during these interesting pandemic times.

And thanks to all in attendance, because it’s those who show up that make the whole thing
a true success.

Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB) Members Elect
National Executive Board for 2022 - 2023

The Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB) held elections for its National Executive 
Board at its Annual General Meeting on May 8, 2022. It was held via Zoom. All members 
of the Executive are blind and serve in their positions without compensation.

This year, positions of President, Second Vice President and Treasurer were up for 
scheduled election. Also, due to previous position switches in Sept. 2021, Secretary and 
Member at Large positions were also up for election and will be one-year terms to finish off
these terms.

• President: Members elected Doug Lawlor.
(For the past half year, Doug had transferred from his role as Secretary to fill in as interim 
President, when Mary Ellen Gabias retired from the Presidency in Sept. 2021.)
• Second Vice President: Members elected Nancy Gill.
• Treasurer: Members elected Erik Burggraaf.
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• Secretary: Members elected Patrick Bouchard.
(For the past half year, Patrick had transferred from his role as Member at Large to fill in as
interim Secretary, when Doug began to fill the role as interim President in Sept. 2021.) 
*Please note: The position of Secretary has again become vacant as of this fall 2022 and 
will need to be filled again.
• Member at Large: Members elected Graeme McCreath.
(This role had been vacant since Patrick had transferred to the position of interim 
Secretary in Sept. 2021, to replace Doug who had filled in as interim President.)
• Immediate Past President:  Mary Ellen Gabias

Congratulations and thank you to the new CFB Executive Board. We are in good hands!

Members are grateful to:

• Oriano Belusic for his continued service as First Vice President,
• Mary Ellen Gabias for her many years as President and now is Immediate Past 
President.
• Elizabeth Lalonde for her many years as Immediate Past President and, before that, her 
many years as President.
• Erik Burggraaf who served as Second Vice President before being elected as Treasurer.
• Brian Kijewski who is retiring from the position of Treasurer.

Thank you to all for your hard work, dedication and service.

The Canadian Federation of the Blind is an organization of blind people committed to the 
equality and empowerment of blind Canadians. Through advocacy, public education and 
mentoring, members work for change, promote a positive perspective on blindness and 
together gain confidence and skills.
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Guide Dogs: Beyond the Harness
An Essay

by Doris Belusic

Editor’s note: This essay was written in 2016 for a university nonfiction writing course. The 
first and last paragraphs are in italics and take you along on a detailed walk with Oriano 
and his guide dog, Birch. This story will give you an overview and a behind the scenes 
look into the life and valuable work of guide dogs.

***

She pulls, guiding him along a busy downtown sidewalk. She wears a brown leather 
harness strapped to her blonde fur torso with an attached sturdy handle that’s in his left 
hand. She walks one step ahead and guides him forward. He feels her close, her every 
move and follows her lead. He tells her what he wants her to do and praises her for doing 
it well. He wears casual pants and a long-sleeved shirt–always a long-sleeved shirt. A 
small canvas kibble pouch hangs from his belt. His brown hair is greying now that he is 54.
She stops at the curb, so that he will, and he rewards her with a kibble.

***

I kissed my husband goodbye. His anticipation rose as the plane climbed over the Victoria,
B.C. airport then headed for San Francisco. It was an early morning in August when 
Oriano was on his way to get a new guide dog. What would the new dog be like this time, 
he wondered.

Oriano was greeted at the arrival gates by a school volunteer who handed him a luxury 
bagged lunch holding a much-appreciated prosciutto submarine sandwich and other 
goodies. She drove him the one-hour trip to Guide Dogs for the Blind, located in San 
Rafael, where he would be a student for the next two weeks.

“Well, her name is Birch,” Oriano announced in an email to me on his second day at the 
school. “Don't know who gave her that name but she is smart and cute as heck. Small 
frame, will fit in my pocket–55 pounds, like Hillie. Yellow lab. So far, we walked around the 
building and she earned at least 10 kibbles. At this rate she won't be small for long.” He 
had just met Birch, his new guide dog, a few hours earlier and I could tell he was already 
enamoured.
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Oriano wanted a guide dog that was small. This was the only request he made when the 
school had asked what qualities he’d prefer in a dog. He said he wanted a dog that could 
“fold up” while travelling–one small enough to easily fit in tiny spaces, like under a chair or 
at his feet on the floor of a cab. Birch definitely fit the bill.

Oriano became totally blind when he was just seven. He was picking flowers for his 
teacher with a friend in the forest near his Croatian village home. Had he stuck to flowers 
he would have been fine, but he also picked up a hand grenade. A leftover hand grenade 
from World War II. With his strong personality even then, he won the fight over who should
open this interesting object. He knocked its lid off with a rock. Then he lost the fight. Big 
time. Lost his eyesight and an arm. But he lived. This was nearly 50 years ago.

A few years later he and his family moved to Canada. He has used a guide dog for most of
his adult life, getting his first dog when he was only 16.

Birch is Oriano’s fourth guide dog. Like his previous three guide dogs, Birch was bred at 
Guide Dogs for the Blind. At eight to ten weeks old, she was weaned from her mother and 
spent the next one-and-a-half years with her volunteer puppy raiser family. They brought 
her home, raised and socialized her and taught her manners. She wore a little jacket when
she went places that said “Guide Dog Puppy” so she would receive the same privileges of 
access as full-fledged guide dogs. She travelled on buses, trains, in a camper, and her 
favourite, a golf cart. She attended basketball and beach volleyball games, movies and live
theatre, and church. She walked on Avila beach and boardwalks in Santa Cruz. She 
entered restaurants, stores, medical offices and a hair salon. She loved camping. She 
heard noises like sirens. This exposure to the world was crucial for her development as a 
guide dog. Through this she learned confidence in many situations. This is the foundation 
of becoming a good guide dog. “If you don’t have a properly socialized dog, you don’t have
the makings of a guide dog,” Oriano told me.

When Birch’s term with her puppy raiser family was over, she returned to the school for her
assessment. Some dogs do not pass past this point and do not end up as guide dogs. 
Certain traits are not suitable, such as nervousness, poor health, aggression, a tendency 
for distraction, or a lack of will to work. Instead these dogs become service dogs for other 
disabilities or pets with their puppy raisers. Birch passed the assessment and went on to 
receive two months of intensive guide dog training. She learned to be comfortable in a 
harness and learned how to guide a blind person. She was then matched to Oriano’s 
personality, lifestyle and environment and her training was tweaked for him.

That was when Oriano travelled to the school in August to get Birch and to train with her. 
His first training sessions with Birch were around the school building. Gradually over days 
they went further afield into the streets of the community. Towards the end of training, they
walked mornings and afternoons in San Francisco. They walked on Fisherman’s Wharf 
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and Oriano ate sourdough bread and chowder and bought handmade chocolates to take 
home.

Throughout training, Birch earned kibbles which are always kept in the pouch on Oriano’s 
belt. Birch is the first of Oriano’s guide dogs to be trained on treat-based positive 
reinforcement, instead of verbal-only praising. Oriano was not in favour of this treat-based 
method at first, thinking it would encourage a dog to guide only for the sake of food. But 
after training with Birch and getting to feel comfortable with this new way, he changed his 
view. It seems that kibble treat reinforcements work well.

We celebrated Birch’s second birthday this November, giving her a new nylabone to 
replace the one she had chewed up within the last month. Birch has already won many 
hearts of our family and friends and has proven to guide Oriano with perfection.

Birch looks like a blonde fur stuffie with floppy ears, attentive round brown button eyes and
a pink button nose. You could think she was part monkey the way she bounces her rubber 
kong–bong-bong-bong–down the stairs or how she drops her rubber ring or nylabone onto 
your lap, wanting to tug or chew. Or you could think she was part shark, the way she 
stealthily circles with jaw open, ready to grab your hand ever so gently. Or that she was 
part cat, the way she likes to lick, always striving to reach your face. Or part chicken, when
she’s stuck under the awning, defiant to step out into the rain–having never seen it in 
California.

Birch will often sit on our staircase, like she’s a spectator at a ball game sitting in 
bleachers, watching–hind legs and rump on the step above, forelegs on the step below. At 
times she steps up onto our treadmill and looks at us like she wants to walk. We’ve 
learned she was trained on a treadmill at the school. Lately she’s started to sit in front of 
me, with her back towards me–I finally clued in that she wants back rubs! Birch is bursting 
with personality, sweetness, love and kisses.

Oriano found Guide Dogs for the Blind’s facility fascinating and what it offered impressive. 
He said the school has been completely rebuilt and the grassy grounds are large. He 
toured one of the breeding houses and learned that up to 250 dogs are kept at the school 
at any given time. Six to eight blind students are trained every two weeks and the ratio of 
students to instructors is 2:1. Oriano was happy to get his own private bedroom with a 
bathroom and a back door that led to the dog relieving area and the playing paddocks. 
Oriano raved about the chef-prepared meals and fancy pastries. There was a hot tub and 
massages that cost one dollar a minute if you wanted. When I heard all this, the school 
sounded more like a resort or spa. All of a sudden I wanted to be there too–for the 
pampering! I learned the school is a non-profit charity, fully funded by donors. Travel, 
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lodging, instruction and each trained guide dog–worth $45,000 - $60,000–are all free to 
the blind student. The school also offers graduates a lifetime of support with an alumni 
association, in-home follow-up visits, and they even reimburse many veterinary costs, 
including those of retired guides. I can see why Oriano was impressed. There is a lot of 
support here.

Oriano’s first three guide dogs worked until they were 12 or 13 years old. That is the best 
one can ask for. They were healthy and able to. Oriano was very good with his dogs–kept 
them exercised and did his best to keep them from forming bad habits that could cause 
guiding problems and potentially shorten their working lifespan. Of course, luck is a major 
factor too.

It is interesting to note how different each of Oriano’s guide dogs have been. Each a very 
different personality, yet each doing the same job.

Blazer, a stocky black lab, was Oriano’s first guide dog. Blazer worked hard guiding this 
young, on-the-go guy through high school and through four-years of a university 
economics degree. When I met Blazer in the spring of 1988, he already had a grey chin 
and was retiring with Oriano’s family.

A few months later, I watched Oriano get his second guide dog, Patton, in a ceremony 
under the San Rafael summer sun–the same day we got engaged. Patton was a smaller 
black lab with soft fur. My nickname for him was “ni ni”. Patton had a sweet, gentle, 
sensitive nature. He was the first guide dog I really knew. He guided Oriano to his 
downtown computer business daily for several years in the beginning of our new life 
together. He worked with Oriano through the renovation of our first house and later our first
house-building stint. Patton guided Oriano fast and so strongly that when I was with them 
I’d have to semi-run to keep up. Often Patton’s forelegs were up off the ground–feet in the 
air like one of Santa’s reindeer. He retired with a grey chin like Blazer and became our pet.
One of his favourite places to lie in our backyard during retirement was under our picnic 
table, as though it were his big dog house. At 16, Patton was euthanized on our living 
room floor. Although he was old and sick, he was still munching Milk Bones from my hand 
right up until his final moment.

Oriano got his third guide dog, Hillie, in 1998. She was his first yellow lab and first female. I
still remember sitting on our living room couch and seeing her face turn to look at me as 
she stepped in our front door for the first time. Hillie was quite independent, smart and 
happy-go-lucky right from the start. It didn’t seem to matter who she was with, she was 
always content. And she had no concern for playing rough, sometimes crashing into 
Patton. Hillie’s walking style was the opposite of Patton’s. Hillie guided Oriano with a 
saunter, like she were on a leisurely Sunday stroll–no matter what day of the week it was. 
Oriano would usually be a step ahead of her, almost guiding her, which wasn’t ideal. Hillie 
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had skin allergies early on that the vet couldn’t clear with medicine or diet. But as soon as 
Oriano put a water filter on the tap and she started drinking filtered water, bingo, we won. 
We assumed the problem must have been chlorine. Young Hillie travelled with us to 
Vienna. We have a photograph with her standing next to Oriano on the steps of Vienna’s 
historic pillared parliament building. Hillie also guided Oriano through two more of our 
house-building projects. She retired and became our pet for a few years. Then she 
suddenly turned sick with liver failure and died two days later on a pillow on the floor of the
veterinary hospital with us stroking and holding her paws. She was 15 and a half.

Saying goodbye is always with tears, our hearts bursting with the fullness of love and 
memories, our home exuding emptiness, missing a family member.

After Hillie and before Birch, Oriano decided to spend six years walking with a white cane 
so he could polish his rusty white cane skills. For a blind person, both a white cane and a 
guide dog are equally valid choices for getting around. A white cane is the basic essential 
tool of travel for a blind person and good mobility skills with it are beneficial even if you 
usually walk with a guide dog.

No matter how competent a cane traveller is, you make your way in the world by making 
contact with it. Travelling with a white cane can’t be done without touching the ground and 
the things around you. If you want to discover what’s in your immediate environment, a 
white cane is what you need. With it you can explore by feeling. But you can’t expect to 
walk in a straight path with a white cane as you would with a guide dog. A guide dog can 
take you quickly from A to B, then to C, missing the obstacles.

Oriano’s white cane skills became golden. He would take the bus to town and tap his way 
to the post office, the bank, or to meet a friend for coffee, no problem. He is the best white 
cane traveller I know. The only thing he complained about was all the darn clutter littering 
the sidewalks and bus stops.

On his first trip into town after returning home from California with Birch, he remarked 
about it, “It’s like the sidewalks are suddenly clutter-free–clear of the poles, garbage cans, 
sandwich boards, chairs–all those irritating things that used to get in my way with the white
cane. Now it’s smooth sailing.” It was as though he rediscovered what walking with a guide
dog was like.

Guide dogs are trained to make decisions. If there is a bicycle left on a sidewalk, the dog 
has been trained to decide how best to go around the obstacle to continue on a straight 
path again. The dog and blind handler are a team and constantly communicate with each 
other. This is why it’s important to not distract a guide dog when it’s in harness and 
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working. Distractions can be dangerous, a blind person’s life could be at risk. A blind 
person counts on their dog to guide them safely–to stop at curbs and staircases, to listen 
to the handler and do its job. The team is concentrating on what they are doing.

The relationship between the handler and the guide dog is like the relationship between a 
conductor and a musician. The handler, the conductor, informs the guide dog, the 
musician, on how to perform. Both have their separate jobs to do, neither more important 
than the other and they work together simultaneously towards a greater goal. Teamwork 
towards the goal of making music. Teamwork towards the goal of independent travel.

There are many ways a person can go blind. Some people are born blind. Some have 
degenerative eye disorders, diabetes, glaucoma, illness or suffer an accident, like Oriano 
did. As long as you are legally blind you can choose to use a guide dog. You might be fully
blind or you might have some residual dregs of vision.

There is a long history of blind people being guided by dogs. Oriano told me it dated back 
to at least the days of Pompeii, so I Googled this interesting bit of information. I learned 
that a 79 AD mural uncovered near Pompeii in Herculaneum, a Roman seaside town that 
was covered in 75 feet of Vesuvius’ lava, clearly depicts a blind man being guided by a 
dog. Also, from the middle ages, a wooden plaque shows a dog leading a blind man with a
leash. And a mid-16th century popular alphabet verse goes, “A was an archer…B was a 
blind man, led by a dog.”

The idea of the modern guide dog began in Germany when blinded soldiers returned from 
World War I. In 1927, Dorothy Harrison Eustis, a wealthy American guide dog pioneer in 
Switzerland, launched the guide dog movement internationally. She trained Buddy for a 
blind American man, Morris Frank, and this is thought to be America’s first guide dog. In 
1929, Eustis and Frank co-founded the first U.S. guide dog school, The Seeing Eye. Guide
Dogs for the Blind came later in 1942.

There are now four small guide dog schools in Canada and 16 schools in the U.S., four of 
which are large organizations like Guide Dogs for the Blind. The most common breeds 
used as guide dogs, because of their temperament, are black and yellow labs, golden 
retrievers, and less frequently standard poodles and German shepherds. Oriano and Birch
are one of 10,000 guide dog teams in North America.

Before Birch, during Oriano’s hiatus from having a guide dog, the house at first felt empty. 
His guide dogs had been a part of our life together for over 20 years. But then I noticed a 
sort-of relaxation–early morning risings and daytime feeding/relieving schedules did not 
dictate our life like they had. Our life had been planned around the guide dog. When you 
have a guide dog, you live a guide dog lifestyle. Oriano and I also got to walk together 
arm-in-arm which we didn’t do much before. And I could choose to be lazier about 
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vacuuming. But now that we are back in guide-dog-lifestyle mode with Birch–our wingless 
angel–life is great.

Our dogs have always been a source of pure happiness. The kind of happiness that 
splashes smiles across our face and jumps joy in our heart. A happiness that doesn’t mind
the wet lick of a dog’s tongue. A happiness that stretches out coaxing, stroking hands even
if the dog isn’t near. A happiness that effortlessly voices kind words and childlike sounds. 
A happiness that wants to evoke happiness–to keep the tail wagging.

***

They come to another corner and she stops at the curb. With the new lottery reward 
system he has started, of only sometimes giving her treats, she may or may not get a 
kibble this time. Her weight needs to be maintained. He feels the curb with his feet to make
sure their position is correct and he listens to the traffic flow. She waits for his command. 
She does not read the green, yellow or red traffic lights for him. The traffic is now moving 
at their side, parallel to them. He may hear people crossing. He tells her that it’s okay to go
forward. They cross the street in a straight line to the opposite curb and continue on their 
way.

Running Blind

by Shirley M. Hartung

“What is 900 kilometres long,
two feet wide and can make a
grown woman cry?”
Immediately, Rhonda Marie
Parke answers the riddle herself
while chuckling, “Oh yeah, the
Bruce Trail.”And who should
know better than someone who
has run the Bruce [southern
Ontario] from one end to the
other?

It seems that Rhonda Marie is
no stranger to racing even
though born with day blindness,
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a rare eye disorder leaving her with only 8 percent sight. Although she can see a little in 
the dark, she sees only shapes and blobs in the light, which explains why she ordinarily 
runs at night and the reason for the white blaze on the tree at the front of her house.

I am amazed at her taking on such a gruelling run, one that even few with full sight would 
attempt.

“How did you accomplish such a feat?” I ask her.

“When I first started running seriously, I connected with Achilles Canada, who matched me
with guide runners who taught me how to run safely and overcome my fear of running 
blind,” she explains. “The terrain is rugged as it runs along the Niagara Escarpment, 
making it easy to twist an ankle, and there are other factors to consider, such as 100-
metre drops, climbing the numerous stiles (120 of them) and watching out for wildlife like 
bears and rattlesnakes,” she continues.

I recoil a little at the mention of snakes but encourage her to go on.

“I needed two guides per day to cover the 20-day run, and it was their job to warn me of 
upcoming obstacles. When it got boring, we made up some colourful language to describe 
the various barriers along the way. Mashed potatoes meant there was a muddy section 
ahead, mounds of opportunity if there was an incline. I can still hear the guides calling, 
'Ankle grabber coming up on your right,' or 'Chicken head straight ahead,' warning me 
there was a root sticking up in the path. My favourite one to hear was Butterscotch 
pudding, meaning that finally, we were approaching a part of the trail which was smooth 
enough to run. However, I didn’t want to hear Death to the left, as I knew a dangerous 
drop lay ahead.”

“That’s quite an interesting way to break the boredom navigating your way along an 
unfamiliar trail like the Bruce,” I comment but cringe at the warning Death to the left.

“Also, as I didn’t know most of my guides before the run, sometimes I asked them to talk 
about their running experiences as they guided me. Often they were nervous about doing 
so, but I convinced them that I could tell if the ground was rocky or covered with roots by 
the echo of their voices. So they would agree but would still call out warnings as needed.”

“And you made it the whole way,” I say incredulously.

“Yes, despite cold, wet weather, lack of sleep, blisters, and a sprained ankle, my guides 
and I reached the stone cairn marking the most southerly point of the Bruce Trail August 
23, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. As I jogged toward the final destination, close to Queenston
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Heights, a group of well-wishers including some with physical challenges along with 
supportive friends, my team of guides, and my three children were there to cheer me over 
the finish line. Some even joined me for the final lap.”

“You must have been so proud, not to mention exhausted,” I say, emotionally spent just 
hearing the story.

“Well, I certainly was exhausted,” she agrees, “but it was a big accomplishment.”

“So why do you do it?’ I have to ask.

“I do it to make other-abled Canadian runners aware of Achilles. I also want to change the 
way the world thinks about disability. We want the world to know that we are out there,” 
she says. “And we are trying hard. We want the chance to try and fail.”

To Rhonda Marie, disability means many things. But using it as an excuse is not one of 
them. She encourages those who are other-abled to see their difference as a limitation, 
not necessarily a dead end. She believes that once you make peace with your difference, 
with the help of developing strategies, you can succeed no matter who you are. Still, she 
understands that it’s not easy to accept a disability. “It’s a crappy road full of roots and 
rocks. It’s tougher than the Bruce.”

Yet this did not stop her. She has run other trails and ultramarathons,
one being the Barkley Marathon in Tennessee, considered the most 
brutal. Although most do not finish the gruelling 100 miles, 160 
kilometre race in the required 60 hours, runners return every year to 
compete. Rhonda Marie was the first blind athlete to attempt this 
event. Rhonda Marie also ran the Boston Marathon in 2013, the year 
of the bombing. She recalled the chaos in one of her posts: “I 
remember the crying, the shock and the fear. I remember holding my 
kids so tight. I remember running the next year.”

In 2018 she ran across Tennessee as part of the Last Annual VOL 
State Race to raise funds for Achilles Canada, advocacy being one 
of her main reasons for running. This race was 314 miles long and 
had to be completed in 10 days. She did this without a guide. When 
asked why, she said she wanted to illustrate the struggle of 
differently-abled people. Even though this race is impossible for most
people, this is why she loved it. “It’s like every day for a visually 
impaired person. We have to deal with being scared every day.”
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This race was especially perilous for a blind runner as a lot of it took place on roads and 
highways. Since pacers were not allowed, her friend Chris drove by every four hours to 
check on her. Also, some of her guide friends created an app that reminded her of 
identifying landmarks, curves in the road, etc. Thank goodness for the VOL Angels as 
there were no water stations along the way.

Of 117 runners that started the race, 83 finished. Rhonda Marie was the 64th to reach the 
finish line, also known as "the Rock". A photo of her running alone in the dark with only a 
headlamp and white cane visible is an example of her tenacity. She completed the race in 
eight days, 16 hours and 25 minutes. However, she ran /walked the last 100 miles on two 
stress fractures in her right ankle, later requiring surgery.

“Thankfully, I had my family and friends to support me over those tough months as well as 
my cats to entertain me,” Rhonda Marie remarks cuddling one of her many feline friends. 
“And I did a lot of crocheting, knitting, cooking and reading to help me make it through 
those long hours of waiting.”

Rhonda Marie is also a registered massage therapist. Ironically, she started running 
seriously at the same time she started her business. Fortunately, having her practice 
booked solid months in advance has also helped her through this time of loss.

“All these things keep me busy and distracted. I try hard not to love running, as trail 
running is no longer possible. Now I’m limited to running five kilometres, a maximum of two
or three times a week, because of osteoarthritis and the lack of cartilage in my ankle. It’s 
been life-changing, something I still struggle with today. Losing running has been like 
losing my best friend, and there is grief with that loss.”

Still, Rhonda Marie says, “Everyone should be given the right to chase their finish line, but 
for that to happen, one has to have the right to stand at the start.”

Rhonda Marie is running again because of a great deal of hard work and determination. 
When her ankle healed, she started training. The first step was to walk unaided. Then she 
began first walking, then running on the treadmill. It took two years before she was 
comfortable running again. Whether hiking, snowshoeing, golfing or running, this petite, 
46-year-old does it all, accompanied, of course, by friends or family, as her sight in the 
daytime is minimal. Simply put, Rhonda Marie is an inspiration to everyone!

In her latest email to me, she closes with a P.S. which reads, “Just going out for a run.” 
She sent the email at 4:04 a.m., the hour she jokingly refers to as ‘stupid o’clock.’ Because
Rhonda Marie runs in the dark, she is nicknamed ‘Batgirl’ by her running friends. But 
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‘Batgirl’ must arrive back before the light of dawn, or she will no longer be able to see the 
white blaze which calls her home after a run in the dark.

Footnote: In reference to the name – The Last Annual VOL State Race, the Last Annual 
part is an inside joke as it never turns out to actually be the last race as more runners keep
coming back each year. The VOL part is because Tennessee is called the state of 
volunteers. An example of their volunteerism is the Vol Angels who, along the race route, 
left water, food and sometimes the offering of a place to rest for the weary racers.

Sewing
by Ramona Walhof

The Blind Canadian editor’s note: This article is originally from The Braille Monitor, May 
1999, the National Federation of the Blind (NFB)’s leading magazine. Ramona Walhof is a 
longtime leader in the NFB.

I found this article informative and inspiring as I once was an accomplished sewer, having 
made dresses, blouses, skirts, jackets, a trench coat – clothes for my mother, sister and 
myself. I also taught both my brother and sister to use the sewing machine. It was a hobby
I loved. But now that I’ve lost most of my vision, I have felt that I cannot do it easily 
anymore, that I can hardly sew a fallen button back on. 

This article has helped me realize that sewing can still be possible. An article like this is a 
good reminder that we do not need to be limited in our abilities, if we really want to do the 
thing.

The Braille Monitor editor’s note (excerpted): Ramona Walhof grew up in a small farming 
community in rural Iowa. She, her brother and sister were born blind. Yearning for 
something to do during one long, dull summer, Ramona asked her mother (who was an 
accomplished seamstress) to teach her to sew. The story that follows is her account of a 
lifetime of satisfaction and practical good—from hobby, to employment, to family budget-
stretcher—gained from this rapidly disappearing art.

Along the way, Ramona (who was widowed in her early 20's) also raised two children, 
owned and managed a commercial bakery, taught school, [and ran several other 
businesses].
When I learned to sew, I never thought much about blindness. I didn't avoid thinking about 
blindness. It was a part of me. But when I needed a method to do something that others 
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did visually, I just did what seemed most likely to work. Nobody suggested that blindness 
should prevent sewing until I knew better.

As I grew older, I came across blind girls and women who had been actively discouraged 
from doing things I learned as a child. Sewing for me has provided employment, 
relaxation, challenge, and accomplishment. It has helped me to learn about fabrics, styles, 
and colors. There are things I never attempted (some because of blindness) but most 
because of lack of time. Perhaps one day I may still take up some new kinds of sewing 
such as quilting. I know it would be delightful to do if I ever get to it.

When I was a young child, summers were boring. My brother, sister, and I attended the 
School for the Blind during the school year. We were very glad to go home at the end of 
May each spring, but we didn't have a lot of friends in our home town, and we got tired of 
not having enough to do. We took swimming lessons, participated in local church activities,
helped with cleaning and cooking (washing dishes was the worst), visited with 
grandparents and cousins. We hauled as many Braille books home from school as we 
could fit in the car with all our clothes and other possessions. My brother managed to talk 
our Dad into some ham radio equipment and entertained himself with that. My sister and I 
generally rationed our books some and got Braille magazines, but there never was really 
enough to do.

One summer, (the one after my fifth grade year), I decided to try to solve the problem. I 
announced to my mother with the diplomacy customary for me at the time, "This summer 
you are going to teach me to sew." My mother had been making clothes for us as long as I
could remember. We got some school clothes from stores and from catalogs, but the ones 
she made were always nice, and we could help decide what they would look like. Several 
people in our family sew, and my mother had a buttonholer on her machine, so people 
would bring their garments to our house to do the buttonholes. So it seemed natural for me
to want to sew.

My mother didn't resist at all. She responded with a question, "What do you want to 
make?" I never asked her what she thought about it, but I really don't think she was 
shocked. Perhaps a little uncertain about some of the techniques. Actually, techniques 
were not a problem. I told her I wanted to make gym clothes. I figured a few mistakes 
could be tolerated in gym clothes. I think that neither my mother nor I knew that blindness 
was much of a factor, so it wasn't.

We decided that the gym shirt should have a plain round neckline with cap sleeves. This 
was my idea so that I would not have to gather the sleeves and set them in. My mother cut
a pattern out of newspaper, designing it from something else she had. I pinned the pattern 
on the material and cut it out. Then my mother realized that she had forgotten the cap 
sleeves, so they had to be set in after all. This made the project more complicated for a 
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beginner, but the gym shirt looked great to me. I learned to guide the material through the 
sewing machine using a quilting guide my mother had. I learned to pin seams and hems 
closely and remove the pins just before they came to the presser foot. I learned to move 
the gathers on the gathering thread and put them where they should be when I pinned the 
gathered piece to the one it needed to be sewed to. Really, it wasn't as hard as I had 
feared. I wore that gym shirt all through sixth grade. I don't think we ever got to the shorts.

Marking darts could be done with pins or basting threads. There were so many different 
kinds of darts that it took me some practice to get them all figured out. Gradually, I got so I 
could judge the size of darts pretty accurately without having to use the marks from the 
pattern itself.

When we came home for Christmas that year, I made a yellow skirt. It turned out all right, 
too. This time I used the tissue paper pattern. My cutting technique seemed obvious to me,
and my mother never commented on it. Only later did we learn that blind people weren't 
supposed to be able to cut around tissue paper patterns.

I held the scissors with my right hand the way most people do. I looped my left hand over 
the top of the scissors with the thumb and fingers opposite each other right at the part of 
the scissors that did the cutting. If the edge of the pattern was at the top of the bottom 
scissors blade, I could feel tissue paper on one side and fabric on the other. If the scissors 
were not right at the edge of the pattern, I would have paper or fabric on both sides of the 
bottom blade. The more practice I got, the better I got, but even as a beginner, I could cut 
reasonably well along the edge of the pattern.

Patterns come in an envelope in big sheets, and my mother would cut the pieces apart 
and trim on the cutting lines. She never really read the instructions to me. Rather, she 
taught me basic concepts about how to set in sleeves, turn down a skirt band over the 
seam, set in a zipper, assemble and attach a collar, etc. She also taught me to identify 
pieces of garments by their shapes. Sleeves would tend to be round at one end and 
square at the other. Blouses and dress tops had big arcs cut out where the sleeves would 
be attached. The curves at the front and back of slacks and shorts were shaped differently 
from sleeve curves. The curve at the back was bigger than the curve at the front for slacks 
patterns, but the curve in the front of the top where sleeves are in-set is bigger than the 
one at the back.

Much later I learned that the instructions printed with the patterns could often be helpful 
when taking on a new style of garment. I am sure my mother read the instructions, 
because she often used them when we were laying out fabric before we cut it out. But we 
often found better ways to make efficient use of the material than the patterns showed. I 
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don't remember what I made during the summer after my sixth grade year, but I am sure 
there was something.

In any case when I enrolled in home economics in seventh grade, I already knew some of 
the basics about sewing. Our teacher was new that year and had no background working 
with blind girls. Our first project was to make an apron. There was no cutting. Everything 
was on a straight line and could be torn with the grain of the fabric. The aprons had a blue 
border at the bottom with a flowered print above. The bands and sashes were straight 
pieces. The sashes had to be hemmed, and aprons had to be gathered and attached to 
the bands.

There were eight girls in my class, and most of us could sew a hem fairly straight by the 
time the aprons were done. The teacher really didn't want us to run a machine without 
having her present to watch. I disregarded this instruction without too much teacher 
protest.

I learned about the seam guide in that class. You can buy a little metal hump that screws 
into the top of the machine cabinet which is better than my mother's quilting guide. For the 
rest of the first semester our home economics class cooked. Second semester was the 
real sewing class. My friend and I decided to make tangerine skirts, but they were different
patterns.

The teacher's first notion was that she would cut out all the patterns. Unfortunately for her, 
I was there to object. So I cut out my own pattern. I also offered to help other kids learn to 
do it. Some of the girls really didn't have much trouble. Some tended to place the fingers of
their guiding hand at the end of the scissors instead of where the cutting occurred. They 
were constantly being warned to be careful not to cut themselves. Since I thought 
everybody knew better than to close the scissors with fingers between the blades, these 
warnings seemed unnecessary. Certainly, some of the students were more fearful of 
scissors than they needed to be. We also learned how to assemble all our different 
patterns.

When I cut out my blouse, I made an error. I should have laid the back on the fold, but I cut
it on the edge of the fabric, thus requiring a seam where there should have been none. If I 
had not been so determined to do it myself, the teacher doubtless would have found this 
error before it was done. Some students were much too cooperative in my judgment and 
did not do as much of the work themselves as they could and should have.

We could all thread a regular needle using a needle threader with a fine wire loop. When 
the wire loop is in the eye of the needle, the thread is brought through the loop. When the 
needle threader is removed from the needle the thread passes through the eye. Large eye 
needles made this easy. Our teacher encouraged basting, but most of us didn't like to do 
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it. We all learned to baste, though, because we were required to baste zippers. We also 
learned to hem garments with an overcast stitch. It was desirable not to see the thread on 
the outside of the hem. With practice, some of us got pretty good at this.

Threading the machines presented another challenge. When threading the machine, one 
needed to pass the thread through several metal or plastic loops. No one had trouble 
learning where to put the thread, but we would not notice loops of thread that got caught in
other places while we were doing the threading.

It took me a while, but I finally realized that if I kept the thread taut from spool to needle 
while doing the threading, I could tell if there were errors or loops where they should not 
be. We always blamed the tension if something went wrong, and I feel sure that we did 
inadvertently turn the dial at the tension sometimes.

With experience, I learned to tell from the stitching itself when the top and bobbin tensions 
were balanced. My mother was casual about making constructive suggestions about 
things like this and more helpful than anyone else before or since. She would tell me what 
she looked for, and I could try to learn the same information by touch. More often than not 
it worked. Everyone (including me) tended to rely on somebody's eyesight for certain 
judgments at first. If a sighted person wasn't conveniently available to help when wanted, 
this became a nuisance and provided motivation for all of us to develop techniques that a 
blind person could use independently.

It is surprising for me now to think about how difficult it sometimes seemed to feel proper 
stitching. If we had expected to be able to do it from the beginning, we all would have 
found it easier. As it was, this took some time and experience.

I continued to make clothes during vacations and in home economics. I enjoyed the 
making and the wearing of the clothes. I also enjoyed making things for others, but seldom
had enough confidence to do it. I made a shirt for my dad and a baby dress for a cousin, 
and I think they were OK.

During college I did not have access to a sewing machine and did very little sewing. 
Shortly after I was married, though, a sewing machine seemed important to have. We 
bought a cheap one, a portable one that weighed a ton. It was very heavy to lift on and off 
the dining room table, so it stayed at one end while we ate at the other during many 
weeks. I usually put it away on weekends.

I took a set of big bath towels that had been wedding presents but were not being used 
and made my husband a bathrobe. He was pleased and wore it a lot which pleased me. 
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We still have a picture of him sleeping in a recliner in that bathrobe with our first baby on 
his shoulder also asleep. When I got pregnant, I knew I could save money by making 
maternity clothes. I did make some, and my mother made me some, too. We didn't spend 
much. Then, of course, it is even more fun to sew for your children.

Knits were the big thing in the early 70's so I took a short course at the YMCA in stretch 
and sew. We didn't sew during class. We took our assignments home, so the teacher had 
no occasion to worry about blindness. If she didn't explain something, I asked, but this was
easy for all. I made pants and a shirt for my daughter who was a toddler and a matching 
set for my son who was a tiny baby. I also made a shirt for myself. I offered to make my 
husband a shirt, but it never got done. It was already cheaper to buy t-shirts than to make 
them.

After my husband died and I returned to work at the Commission for the Blind in Iowa, I 
was immediately assigned to teach sewing along with Braille. My students all wanted to 
sew with knits, so the stretch and sew class was far more valuable than I had ever 
dreamed. Some of my students were beginners, and some had far more sewing 
experience than I. This concerned me at first, but I found that we could learn from each 
other in wonderful ways.

Several of my students went home and took up sewing a lot. Others did less but enjoyed it.
One young woman had been a professional seamstress in an alterations department for a 
big store. She chose to make a jacket that had three parallel rows of top stitching for trim 
that were supposed to be done in three different colors. I cautioned her about this, but that 
is the kind of thing she liked. I thought that her control as a newly blinded seamstress 
might not be as good as desirable for something that showy, but it really turned out fine. I 
cannot say how many students I taught sewing or how many outfits I made for myself and 
my children during the next several years, but I gained a lot of experience.

It was during that time that people began using machines with cams and other kinds of 
fancy stitches. These made sewing even more fun! Making decorative items or decorations
on clothes was something we had to do. We just couldn't ignore these interesting new 
sewing machine features.

When my daughter was in second grade, she joined Bluebirds. They were supposed to 
make red felt vests, and none of the mothers wanted to take on this project. I thought felt 
vests were not sensible for second graders. One slip of the scissors would be ugly, and felt
was expensive. I offered to have the group make skirts at my house. Other mothers 
thought I was crazy, but agreed. It was simple—use navy blue rectangular pieces of 
polyester knit fabric. Turn down the top enough to pull three-quarter inch elastic through. 
Turn up the bottom two inches and sew red rickrack around at the top of the hem. There 
was only one seam required and no hand sewing. The girls could use the sewing 
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machines if their mothers would let them. The skirts were cute as they could be, and the 
girls were proud as peacocks.

By the time my daughter was in sixth grade, it was clear to me that she wanted more 
clothes than I was willing to buy. I told her she could probably have more clothes 
throughout junior high and high school if she would learn to sew. She was more than 
eager. She chose to make a three-tiered white skirt with purple trim. The gathers on three 
tiers wore her out, so I helped, but she did the rest. She wore it for her sixth grade 
graduation and looked great. When she was called to the front for the top award from the 
school, I had tears and wished one more time that my husband could have been there to 
share it with us.

Anyway, Laura was a confirmed sewer, although she still had a lot to learn. We began to 
learn about new kinds of patterns together. While she was in high school, she made 
casual clothes, but I did the more formal ones. When kids need something for school, you 
don't always get much notice. When Laura joined the orchestra, she needed a black 
formal. Her friend's mother knew the right pattern, and I made it. For her first formal dance,
I made her a mint green long satin dress with puffed sleeves and an inverted "v" below the 
bust. She had a good bustline, and the dress looked good on her. She took it to college 
with her, when the time came.

Now, Laura does more sewing than I do. She got practice during college and made a 
friend's wedding dress. Today, for me sewing is a hobby, but it is there when needed or 
wanted.

I love to share this experience with others. It is a way of being creative and busy. One 
summer I went looking for clothes and just couldn't find much. Before long I switched to 
shopping in fabric stores and had the clothes I liked. Making a work dress can be done in 
about the time needed for two shopping trips, and if shopping isn't going well, sewing is 
more satisfying. I also can make clothes fit the way I want them to. If I ever have 
grandchildren, there will probably be things to do for them. Time will tell.

If I ever have an opportunity to teach sewing again, I will be much more confident about 
what projects my students should attempt. One more thing: For a blind person who likes to
read recorded books and magazines, sewing is one of those things you can do while 
reading.
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Blind Canadian Paralympian kicked off Virgin cruise
receives free ride

Former Canadian Paralympian Donovan Tildesley was kicked off a Virgin cruise ship in
Miami because he is blind and was travelling solo.

(Virgin Voyages)

By Charlie Carey, CityNews Vancouver
November 14, 2022

Reprinted from CityNews Vancouver

The Blind Canadian editor’s note: Donovan Tildesley, born in 1984, is a fully-blind, retired 
Canadian competitive swimmer. He was the flag bearer of Canada at the 2008 Paralympic
Games. He is the current world record holder for both the 800-metre and 1500-metre 
freestyle. Tildesley graduated from the University of British Columbia in 2008 with an 
English degree. He works full-time as an insurance broker in Vancouver. He also does 
inspirational public speaking and is co-owner of a small radio station in Whistler, BC.

A blind Canadian Paralympian who was asked to get off a Virgin cruise ship in Miami 
because he was travelling solo has received an apology and a free ride.

Donovan Tildesley says shortly after he boarded the Valiant Lady, he was approached by 
two of the ship’s personnel and told it was unsafe for him to be on that particular cruise as 
a blind person.

Donovan Tildesley on Facebook:
I boarded the Valiant Lady, one of the newest ships from Virgin Voyages just after 3 
o’clock this afternoon. While finishing my second drink at the patio bar just after 5:30, two 
of the ship's personnel informed me that it had been decided that, because I was travelling
solo, the legal department at Virgin had deemed it unsafe for me to travel on this particular
cruise as a blind person. Apparently they didn’t have the supports in place for my safety. I 
have travelled the world, taken three other cruises, one of them as a solo traveler, but this 
has never happened to me before! You would think a big company like Virgin would have 
checks and balances in place for people with disabilities!
— feeling shocked in Miami, Florida

The Vancouver-based four-time Paralympic swimmer is now an insurance broker and says
one of the things he’s learned working in customer service is you can always do your best 
after making a mistake.
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“And that’s what Virgin did yesterday,” he told Drex on JACK Monday, adding he was 
eventually contacted by Virgin’s senior vice president of fleet operations.

“He saw the tweets and he humbly apologized,” Tildesley told CityNews’ sister station. “He
did not understand how this miscommunication could have happened.”

Tildesley says the situation points directly to the ableist society we still live in, even in 
2022.

“If this had been an issue, and obviously there may be certain things that are not fully 
accessible for a blind person, but they should have flagged it months ago when my travel 
agent booked it or when I was waiting at the port,” he said.

“They should have picked it up, and the fact is, [on] this cruise they normally hold 2,800 
passengers they’re only at 1,100 this week, with a ratio to 800 staff, so like, give your head
a shake.”

Tildesley has been offered a flight to Honduras to re-board the ship as it docks there 
Tuesday. He says Virgin has also offered to cover the cost of his whole trip.

- With files from Mike Lloyd and Jack 96.9

https://vancouver.citynews.ca/2022/11/14/canadian-paralympian-cruise-ship/

"Do you know, it's funny, but I never thought of being blind as a
disadvantage, and I never thought of being black as a disadvantage. I

am what I am. I love me! And I don't mean that egotistically – I love that
God has allowed me to take whatever it was that I had and to make

something out of it."

~  Stevie Wonder
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Swimming as a Totally Blind Athlete:
What You Need to Know

by Donovan Tildesley

The Blind Canadian editor’s note: I first read this article in NFB’s Future Reflections, 
Summer-Fall 2005 issue, a magazine for parents and teachers of blind children (found at 
www.nfb.org). It was originally printed in AEBC’s Canadian Blind Monitor, Volume 11, 
2001. At the time this article was originally published (2001), Donovan Tildesley was a 
Grade 12 student in Vancouver, BC. Today he is a retired, world record-holding, four-time 
Paralympian swimmer and works full-time as an insurance broker in Vancouver. Here is 
his advice for the budding blind competitive swimmer.

As an eight-year veteran of competitive swimming and a one-time bronze medallist at the 
Sydney 2000 Paralympics, I have a fair bit of knowledge of the intricacies and 
technicalities of being a totally blind swimmer. Unlike sighted swimmers and even other 
partially blind swimmers, the totally blind swimmer has many unique challenges to face. 
These include pool space, coaching methods, and availability of tappers. If these 
challenges aren’t addressed properly, problems may arise which may hinder the progress 
of the totally blind swimmer to reach his or her full potential. The suggestions that I put 
forth here are ones that have benefited me. It is important to note that every totally blind 
athlete is different, so what has worked for me may not work the same way for another.

In my swimming career, one of the biggest obstacles that I have had to overcome is pool 
space. Being totally blind, it is often incredibly difficult to be placed in a lane with up to four 
other sighted swimmers and be expected to perform well. Although coaches believe that 
the sighted swimmers should merely try to be careful of the blind swimmer in the lane, this 
is not always the case. Inevitably, accidents occur leaving the blind swimmer with a sense 
of apprehension, which does not help when it comes to swimming fast. There are several 
solutions to this problem which coaches and swimmers may consider. Firstly, coaches 
should always try to limit the number of swimmers in the blind person's lane to no more 
than two or three. The swimmers in the lane should be competent swimmers who 
understand that they must be careful at all times. Whenever possible, the blind swimmer 
should be given his own lane so that he can focus more on the practice and not on 
avoiding people.

As you may know, swimming is an incredibly technical sport. Running into the lane ropes, 
a bad turn, or an error in the kick may mean the difference between third and fourth place 
in a race. Such was the case for me when I was two-tenths of a second from winning the 
bronze medal in my 100 meter backstroke in Sydney because I hadn’t been shown the 
proper technique for the backstroke flip-turn. Because of these technical issues, blind 
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swimmers must be given different instructions than their sighted counterparts. This means,
at many times, that the totally blind swimmer must be instructed on a one-to-one basis. 
When I started swimming at the age of nine, my parents both realized this fact and I have 
spent the majority of my swimming career training under a private coach. In this way, 
whenever there was a problem that needed to be corrected in my stroke, my coach could 
simply stop the practice and address the issue either verbally or by coming into the water 
and showing me hand-over-hand what to do. I believe that this one-to-one attention would 
be beneficial for any totally blind swimmer.

One of the most important aids to the totally blind swimmer is the tapper. For those who 
aren’t aware, the tapper is the person who indicates to the swimmer that they are coming 
into the wall by a single ‘tap’ on the head. Without the tapper, totally blind swimmers lack 
the confidence to swim at their full speeds and may end up with some unwanted marks on 
their skulls. Believe me, I've got scars, which couldn’t illustrate this fact more clearly! The 
problem for many people is to find individuals to fulfill this role. If the immediate coach or 
parents/siblings of the swimmer cannot act as a tapper, totally blind swimmers can turn to 
the many high school and university students seeking part-time employment. An existing 
tapper must train these individuals and the athlete must feel comfortable with and trust 
these people. Usually, one person can run back and forth along the pool deck and tap the 
swimmer at each end but at some points (especially during swim meets), one tapper is 
required at each end of the pool. It is important to have several people trained as tappers 
so that people can be sent in to tap in order to ensure that there is always someone on 
hand when needed.

These are the main points that I feel must be addressed if you or someone you know who 
is totally blind would like to become a competitive swimmer. If you’re interested in giving 
this sport a try, you should contact your local swim club or B.C. Blind Sports. Participating 
in competitive swimming has given me a sense of self-worth, discipline, time-management 
skills, physical strength, endurance, and a healthy outlet for my energy. Through 
swimming, I have also met some very interesting people and gained long-lasting 
friendships, many of which endure over considerable distances. As I get older, I will look to
other totally blind swimmers whom I have met internationally to provide me with ways and 
techniques of handling my swimming career. They can teach me a lot. I wish all 
prospective totally blind swimmers good luck in their endeavors. Just between you and 
me, I desperately need some more Canadian competition!

“You can’t base your life on other people’s expectations.”  ~  Stevie Wonder
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Comment:
Victoria council should help all disabled people

Reprinted from the Times Colonist, September 26, 2022

The Blind Canadian editor note: Now that Victoria, BC has an almost fully new council 
since October's election, maybe there is hope.

Times Colonist editor note: A commentary by a member of the Canadian Federation of the
Blind (CFB): “We, as blind citizens, are incorrectly viewed and treated as custodial charity 
cases whose educated opinion is worthless.”

A friend who uses a wheelchair mentioned that a curb transition at Quadra and Caledonia 
was a problem. Victoria Coun. Charlayne Thornton-Joe was contacted, and several weeks
later the dangerous barrier for wheelchair users was rectified.

This was an excellent and appropriate response.

In 2018, six new bus stops were incorrectly built along Sooke Road. According to the 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure: “Prior to being operational, B.C. Transit 
identified that the curb heights, which were between 200-230 mm, were too high to meet 
accessibility standards for all transit users. As a result, the ministry rebuilt all six bus stops 
with 150 mm curb heights. The total cost to rebuild the bus pads was $280,000.”

The incredible contrast between these immediate fixes compared with blind people’s 
identified safety issues accessing bus stops is just astounding.

Four years and hundreds of hours, dollars and anguish has not resulted in a suitable 
solution at all. Mainly because the B.C. Human Rights Tribunal deliberately chose to avoid 
consulting with us, the blind individuals, and chose instead to accept a pretext of a solution
that fails to remove the identified discrimination.

The city has confirmed this by adding a message when a blind pedestrian activates the 
button to attempt to cross the bike lanes: “Caution vehicles may not stop!”

Is the city attempting to cover its insurance obligation? Is the city just humiliating a 
disabled group while admitting their failure to remove the discrimination?

Whatever the city’s motive, it is announcing the continued danger without taking 
responsibility.
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Victoria councillors have had no problem listening to wheelchair users but remain mute, 
indifferent and strikingly in opposition to the plight of blind people’s safety.

Being unable to detect danger that has been deliberately and unnecessarily allowed to 
remain, such as silent speeding cyclists, confirms that prejudice towards blind people and 
blind people’s educated experience remains profound.

This “floating stop” experience is just one of many injustices and even fraudulent acts 
perpetrated against us that have been supported and defended through dishonest and 
deceitful B.C. Human Rights Tribunal case law.

We, as blind citizens, are incorrectly viewed and treated as custodial charity cases whose 
educated opinion is worthless. Others prefer to dictate what is going to happen rather than 
accepting our leadership and savvy understanding of what is dangerous.

Blindness gives us no choice but to rely on public services. It appears in B.C. that various 
ways to create barriers are created because we are seen as easy targets.

Can we not elect a new council that has all disabled people’s voices heard and respectfully
included?

Graeme McCreath
Victoria, BC

“Everyone you meet is fighting a battle
you know nothing about. 

Be kind. Always.”

~ Brad Meltzer
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Kerry’s Outlook:
Blindness and Sight, Darkness and Light

There Plant Eyes, A Book Review

by Kerry Kijewski

Editor’s note: This is Kerry’s editorial column. Her column appears periodically in issues of 
this magazine. Kerry is a CFB member from Woodstock, Ontario. Besides being assistant 
editor of The Blind Canadian magazine, she is former secretary of the Ontario chapter, 
and with her brother, Brian, co-hosts Outlook On Radio Western, a radio program aired 
through the University of Western Ontario, plus podcasts of it.

Faith. Love. Rage. Drunk.

What do all these words have in common?

Blind, that’s what. They often follow after the word “blind”.

These overuses give people the wrong ideas of what blindness is really like day-to-day. 
The word has unfortunately become a synonym, a stand-in, for “ignorance” – and therefore
has carried plenty of negative baggage – the word signifying nothing but darkness, and a 
lack of something vital for a happy life.

Drunk, rage, love, faith – “blind” precedes them all, as terms we all hear everywhere. But 
do any of us stop to think about what impact these common terms have on both blind and 
sighted people throughout our lives?

Of course, you could say “they are just words.” But if we’re saying that words don’t matter, 
don’t have impact, then what’s the purpose of language anyway?

Dr. M. Leona Godin has been going blind since childhood, living blind most of her life now, 
and it’s a mixture of her academic and her artistic sides which she’s put into this book, 
There Plant Eyes: A Personal and Cultural History of Blindness, (Pantheon Books, in hard 
cover, ebook, paperback and audio book), the ultimate guide through 2000 or so years of 
blindness in literature, philosophy, science, culture, and the arts in the west.

She explores centuries of mythologies and plenty of misplaced misconceptions around 
blindness, both metaphorically and directly, through examples of Greek tragedies, stories 
from the Bible (I Once Was Lost, But Now Am Found. Was Blind But Now I See) and into 
Shakespeare’s King Lear and Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre, where blindness equates to 
helplessness or an assumed stumbling and bumbling.
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We are not all on a constant search for a cure, though the way blindness is portrayed in 
most literature and stories, is that it’s something which must be overcome, or even used as
a scared-straight tactic, otherwise one will be left in darkness and isolation from then on.

And, like in this discussion of words and their meanings and power of use from above, 
darkness is one that is repeatedly associated with the blind – something that is examined 
in multiple ways throughout this book – a story told about how blindness equals a lonely 
life in the dark.

Godin sorts through multiple perspectives of blind people over time and also how we’re 
held to an unfair disadvantage when sighted people act as if they know what blindness is 
all about, when blind people are thought to not understand a thing about the world we live 
in but don’t see. As if being blind is to be unaware of things in the visible world around us, 
so we shouldn’t speak because we can’t see. Yet sighted people don’t know what it’s like 
to be blind, and still they seem to know how horrible it must be.

In the book, Godin introduces readers to the term “ocularcentrism”, though she did not 
invent the word. It’s the notion that the world centres on what’s seen and taken in with the 
physical eye as being the most essential, relegating information taken in with all other 
senses to the background of consciousness. Even sighted people use tools to take things 
in, such as glasses or looking in a microscope or telescope lens. The eyes can and do 
play tricks on their owners, but eyes are seen as the most valuable of the sense organs. 
Until we all realize that eyes, alone, don’t tell the whole story – just what this book works to
tackle – the sighted and the blind will always remain in two different versions of the world.

This book is not a memoir, Godin leaves those to others to write, but instead it is more of a
cultural examination. It does include chunks of her own life journey, gradually experiencing
blindness throughout her life, right up through her years as a performer in New York City 
clubs and her Ph.D studies – from doing research in university libraries to performing one-
woman shows on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, with her guide dog and then her 
white cane that she’s named Moses. Godin named her white cane Moses because she 
often finds that when using it in public, it’s like parting the Red Sea – it parts people to the 
sides as she passes by.

Godin puts forward the notion of blind pride, but not in the negative way it’s often used, but
rather in finding some pride in what we are, as blind people. And this book can be the 
catalyst for us all to find a little more of that in ourselves and along with others in the 
present and back through our shared histories.
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This book is for all audiences, in equal measure. If you go the audio book route, Godin 
reads her words in her own voice, speaking directly to both blind and sighted readers. It 
was important for her to say “readers” even when listening, because there’s all kinds of 
ways to read a good book.

There’s chapters on travel, on braille and its inventor, and on Helen Keller. But you’ll be 
told a different piece of Keller’s journey (On Vaudeville and In Love), all things the sighted 
world doesn’t consider as magic. Keller is the world’s favourite story of inspiration porn, the
tale’s retelling always stops at exactly the point when her life was only just getting started. 
But Dr. Godin fills in some of the less talked about missing details of Keller’s life.

The problem has traditionally been that blind people haven’t been the architects of our own
stories overall, when compared to the misconceptions sighted people have been writing 
and putting out, of what it means to be blind. Often this is based on fear, ignorance and a 
lack of consultation with our lived experience.

All this time, it’s been mostly sighted people’s ideas of what blindness is, that’s getting all 
the attention; when in this book, Godin wants to make it clear that blindness is both a 
spectrum and a perspective, not just a subject. Until blind people are in every segment of 
society, as scientists (not only as subjects and patients) and in entertainment or found in 
politics, the narrative from the inside out won’t change much.

There Plant Eyes: A Personal and Cultural History of Blindness needs to be included on 
college reading lists everywhere, in humanities and science courses, not only in disability 
studies. No wonder incorrect understandings about what it means to be blind, go blind, live
blind, have culminated in overarching perceptions which cause people of all kinds to 
believe in the limitations of blindness and that of blind people – and to permit all of this to 
continue. We need books and voices like Godin’s to put the breaks on all the wrong 
conceptions of what blindness is all about.

This book is for both sighted and blind readers equally. Sighted readers can and must 
learn from firsthand accounts, all of which Dr. Godin lays out in these pages – the voices 
of blind people of all kinds, from present day to those far back in history. Though sighted 
people would rather not think about it, any of them could become blind at any time and 
they must hear about what blindness looks like from the mouths of those living with it, to 
hopefully dispel all the inflated fears and myths floating around out there.

For blind readers, we can come together around shared experiences when hearing her 
discuss things like shame, fear and frustration (throughout this book) as she presses on 
through school and finding work, batting away low expectations and her own doubts, all 
the while bringing forward her passion for learning and following what she calls her “blind 
spirit guides” in the writing of this book.
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It’s a handbook, a handy guide you might say, which means it’s not even necessary to read
the book in the order it as written, word for word, or in one sitting. Some chapters and 
themes will apply to some situations more than to others. Whether your interest lies in the 
sciences, in literature or in the arts (music, writing or acting), it has earned a special spot on
my living room coffee table – even more so, due to the braille on the book’s hard-cover 
jacket, which I’d like to see repeated on the front of other books. It’s the book as a blind 
person, I’d been waiting for all my life, thoroughly explaining blindness to the world, and I 
wish I could put a copy in the hands of every person out there.

“So much the rather thou, celestial light,
Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers
Irradiate, there plant eyes, all mist from hence
Purge and disperse, that I may see and tell
Of things invisible to mortal sight.”
~ John Milton, Paradise Lost (1667)

“Sighted people always think it’s fascinating what blind people can do – and it’s not fascinat-
ing at all! People come in my studio and they look at my console and they see all these

LED lights, you know, just flashing. Everyone says, ‘How do you see all those lights? How
do you know what they’re doing?’

“I don’t care what they’re doing, you see. The thing is that the music I hear, it comes to my
ears. If I don’t hear any distortion, I know it’s right. So you see, it’s a way, it’s just that if you
want to do something, you can make yourself about as independent as you want to be. But

you must have the will. It doesn’t make any difference whether you’re blind or not. I’ve
known some people who’ve had all five senses and they’ve been pathetic to me. Yeah.

“My mom, she instilled in me to try to be as independent as possible, because her theory
was: even people who love you, they won’t always have time to deal with you when you

may need a person, so you’ve got to learn how to do as much by yourself as you can. And
I have trained myself to do that.”

~ Ray Charles, (1930-2004) American singer / songwriter / pianist / band leader
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Who Knew About NFB Conventions –
Until Dr. Paul and Mary Ellen Gabias

Told Us and Showed Us?

by Doris Belusic

It was 25 years ago, that Dr. Paul and Mary Ellen Gabias 
sponsored and mentored over 90 blind Canadians to attend 
the 1997 National Federation of the Blind (NFB) national 
convention, held that year in New Orleans. My husband and I 
were two of the lucky ones to go. For most of us, this world’s 
largest gathering of blind people – of about 3,000 attendees – 
which had been held annually for many, many decades, was a 
brand new concept and experience. We, the average blind 
Canadian, had never known such an event existed just south 
of our border, in the US.

For most of us, myself included, the NFB conventions proved 
to be life-changing experiences. I have been to three of them. 
These week-long conventions are tremendous learning 
grounds for the blind. It was shocking to many of us that this 
large, annual gathering had not been mentioned to us by 
CNIB, the charity agency that’s purported to help the lives of 
blind Canadians. You’d think we would have been well aware 

of such an event – and known about the NFB itself – so to learn better about blindness, 
skills, technology and advocacy – anything that could help educate, stimulate, inspire, and 
to be amongst and learn from many successful blind role models, some who’ve since 
become friends. And to learn about positive attitudes and potential, as well as hear the 
basic fact that it’s okay to be blind. This, we learned through the Gabiases from NFB.

Since that first NFB convention, we’ve also learned about the US NFB full-time immersive 
world-renowned training centres, of which we have no equivalent in Canada; and we’ve 
learned about NFB’s longer, lighter-weight, more useful white canes, instead of the 
traditional shorter ones in Canada.

Why were we blind Canadians not exposed to such beneficial experiences and 
knowledge? Top CNIB officials and staff knew of it – some, I learned, were there in 
attendance. Possibly the answer comes in three words: self-serving monopolistic charity.
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Thank goodness the Gabiases came along and expanded our minds to what’s out there. 
Let us, as Federationists, not waste this valuable gift of knowledge and passion, so to help
make one another’s lives better. We need to keep spreading the word.

I, for one, am grateful.

Because of the Gabiases and the Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB), quite a few 
blind Canadians have been able to attend the NFB convention over the years. CFB even 
financially sponsors blind Canadians to attend, when able. We also collect Aeroplan Points
that help fly blind Canadians to this convention. If you’d like to donate Aeroplan Points, or 
know someone who’d like to, please see in this magazine, the page, “Donating Aeroplan 
Points Help Blind Canadians Attend Convention”.

To learn more about NFB’s annual convention, go to NFB’s website, and see the 
convention page.

Save the Date: 
2023 NFB National Convention

Dates: July 1 through July 6, 2023
City: Houston, Texas

More details coming soon on NFB’s website, www.nfb.org
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2006 Independent Bus Pass for the Blind
in Victoria – News Release

(HISTORICAL ARTICLE)

Editor’s note: This news release from 2006 is an important historical document which details 
our problems with CNIB and the bus pass situation back in the early 2000s; and it tells of our
success in advocating for and acquiring our own independent bus pass for the blind, issued 
directly from the transit source, BC Transit. CFB members in Victoria accomplished this 
meaningful goal, which still exists and is in use today. We hope other blind people in other 
areas of Canada will feel inspired, get gumption, and take this experience as an example 
and template for what they too can achieve for blind people in their areas. The B-Pass is the 
way to go! Thank you to Elizabeth Lalonde, who was the CFB president back then, for 
having written this news release.

News Release, January 9, 2006

Canadian Federation of the Blind Announces A Victory for Blind Canadians

If you’re a blind person living in Victoria, you no longer have to go to the CNIB to get a bus 
pass.

“Many people might ask, ‘What’s the big deal?’ But being able to go directly to BC Transit to 
get our bus pass means our dignity,” says Elizabeth Lalonde, President of the Canadian 
Federation of the Blind, (the Federation), a movement of organized blind people committed 
to the equality and empowerment of blind Canadians.

The CNIB, a private charity, delivers many public services to blind Canadians, a situation 
many blind people feel is inappropriate and which has resulted in years of frustrating 
attempts to improve freedom of choice.

BC Transit has an agreement with the CNIB that allows CNIB to distribute the pass to blind 
people. According to the Federation, both parties failed to adequately consult with the blind 
community regarding this issue, and this lack of consultation has alienated many blind 
citizens.

“The use of charities by public corporations denies basic rights such as freedom of 
association and stifles consumer choice,” says Graeme McCreath, Federation member and 
blindness activist. “The CNIB does not represent the opinions of blind citizens, and it is not 
our caretaker.”
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With the support of the BC Human Rights Coalition head, David Turner, Federation members
negotiated with BC Transit to alter a long-standing agreement with CNIB, so blind people in 
Victoria could get the transit pass directly from the Crown Corporation.

Lalonde refers to the freedom of association clause in the Charter of Rights, which states 
that people cannot be forced to join an organization.

“Progress in such basic rights is slow to come for blind Canadians,” says Lalonde. “However,
this bus pass represents a milestone that should give others hope for making further 
changes.

Blind citizens in Victoria can now get this new B-Series bus pass directly from BC Transit. 
The process involves picking up a form from the BC Transit office or getting it online, and 
getting an ophthalmologist’s signature declaring legal blindness. Once BC Transit receives 
the signed form, a transit official will set up an appointment to take the person’s photograph 
and issue a pass. The pass costs $25 for five years, ($5 per year).

Many blind people have always disliked going to CNIB to get a bus pass. The situation grew 
worse when in January 2005, the CNIB announced a decision it reached with transit to 
discard the transit pass and instead use the CNIB national ID card as the official bus pass for
blind people. CNIB and transit adopted this new approach without adequately consulting 
blind Canadians.

Another issue of concern was the fee CNIB used to charge blind people for the bus pass. 
The charity took what was a free pass and required its clients to pay to receive it.

“It wasn’t the money that bothered us. It was the principle, the idea that a so-called charity 
was making money off the blind people it was purporting to help,” says McCreath.

Though CNIB removed the fee this year, the distastefulness remains.

For more information about the new bus pass or the history surrounding it, or about the 
Federation, please contact:

Elizabeth Lalonde, president
Canadian Federation of the Blind

(END OF HISTORICAL ARTICLE)
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Giving to CFB

Donate Today: Help Change
 What it Means to be Blind

By donating to the Canadian Federation of the Blind
(CFB), you help make a significant difference in the lives
of blind Canadians. Donations are tax-deductible.
Registered Charitable Tax Number: 864997291 RR0001

General Donations

General donations are a great way to support CFB programs and on-going 
efforts to improve equality and opportunity for the blind. Donations can be made 
online or by mail:

1) Online:

CFB accepts online donations through CanadaHelps, enabling contributions by 
credit card, Interac or Paypal and receive an instant income tax receipt. Monthly 
automatic donations can also be set up via CanadaHelps. Please go to: 
www.cfb.ca and click the CanadaHelps donation button or go to 
www.canadahelps.org/dn/17020

2) By Mail:

Please make cheque payable to Canadian Federation of the Blind, P.O. Box 
8007, Victoria, BC, V8W 3R7

Bequests and Planned Giving

Please consider supporting us in this way. Contact us at info@cfb.ca

Thank you for your kind and generous support!
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Donating Aeroplan Points Helps Blind Canadians Attend
Blindness Convention

The Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB) uses
donated points to fly blind Canadians to the next
National Federation of the Blind (NFB) blindness
convention. These unique week-long gatherings of over 3,000 blind people from 
around the world are exceptional educational and mentoring experiences. There is no 
comparable opportunity that offers the blind so much in such an intensive and compact
session. Those who have had a chance to attend in the past consider the experience 
life-changing.

Many blind Canadians are isolated and do not come in contact with other blind people 
in their daily lives. What's more, many blind people lack confidence, blindness-specific 
skills and information. To meet and be mentored by blind people who are positive, 
capable and successful is the best way for any blind person to learn about blindness 
and one's own potential.

In addition, numerous blindness-related supports are offered, including hands-on 
demonstrations of the latest blindness technologies, resources and aids. Blind 
speakers hold talks on topics of accomplishments, education and rehabilitation, Braille,
employment, cane travel, independence, advocacy and inspiration.

The convention is held annually in a large North American city. The most favorable 
accommodation rates are provided, along with good transportation links to enable as 
many blind participants as possible to attend.

The Canadian Federation of the Blind is truly trying to change what it means to be 
blind. We feel strongly that enabling blind people to participate in this extraordinarily 
positive and inspirational convention is the best way to maximize their chance for a 
better life.

Please help us raise points so more blind Canadians can benefit. If you know of 
anyone who may be interested in donating points, please tell them about this Aeroplan 
charitable pooling initiative. Thank you for your support.

To donate, please go to: https://donatepoints.aircanada.com/charity/546
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Recipes!
Chili; Pumpkin Spice Cake

with Honey Cream Cheese Frosting

With colder weather here, these two recipes make for a tasty comfort meal. Hope you 
enjoy them.

Chili

This chili recipe comes from Doris Belusic, The Blind Canadian editor, in Victoria, BC. It is 
a delicious, flavourful chili – even her husband says so!

400-500 gr. lean ground beef
Salt, pepper
1 large onion, chopped
3 or 4 garlic cloves, minced
1-19 oz (540 ml) can red kidney or black beans, drained and rinsed
1-398 ml can tomato sauce
1/2 of a 5 1/2 oz (156 ml) can tomato paste
2 tsp. cumin
Pinch cayenne
About 2 Tbsp. chili powder
Hint of cinnamon and brown sugar
A bit of water
Some corn kernels (optional), frozen are good

In medium-size pot over medium heat, brown ground beef with salt and pepper. When 
browned, add onion and garlic. Continue cooking until beef is well browned and onions are
soft. Add beans, tomato sauce, tomato paste, and stir. Add spices and brown sugar. Stir. 
Add a bit of water. Simmer for 20 minutes or so, stirring occasionally. Add corn and cook a
bit longer. Season to taste, if needed. Makes 3-4 servings.

Tips:
-When using the half can of tomato sauce, the leftover half can easily be put on a piece of 
plastic wrap and kept in the freezer until your next batch of chili!
-When using corn kernels, it’s easy using frozen corn kernels out of a bag.
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Pumpkin Spice Cake with Honey Cream Cheese Frosting

This recipe comes from my sister, Lisa, in Victoria, BC. She served this to our family at 
Thanksgivings and we all loved it. Originally a Martha Stewart recipe, Lisa slightly tweaked
the frosting.

Cake ingredients

1/2 c. unsalted butter, melted, plus more for pan
2 1/2 c. flour
2 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. salt
1 Tbsp. pumpkin pie spice (or 1 1/2 tsp. cinnamon, 3/4 tsp. ginger, 1/2 tsp. nutmeg, 1/8 
tsp. each allspice and cloves)
2 large eggs
1/2 c. sugar
1 can (18 ounces) solid pack pumpkin puree

Frosting ingredients

1/2 c. unsalted butter, very soft
1 block (8 oz) cream cheese (regular or reduced fat), very soft
1/4 c. honey
A little icing sugar for desired consistency

Cake Directions

Preheat oven to 350 degrees and butter an 8-inch square baking pan.

In a medium bowl, mix flour, baking soda, salt and pumpkin pie spice.

In a large bowl, whisk eggs, sugar, butter and pumpkin puree until combined.

Add dry ingredients to the pumpkin mixture and mix gently until smooth.

Turn batter into the prepared pan and smooth the top. Bake until a wooden pick inserted in
centre of cake comes out with just a few moist crumbs attached, 45 to 50 minutes.

Cool cake 10 minutes in pan, then turn out of pan and cool completely right side up on a 
rack.
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Frosting Directions

In a medium bowl, whisk butter, cream cheese and honey until smooth. Add icing sugar for
desired consistency.

Spread top of cooled cake with frosting. Cut cake into squares to serve.

Cook’s notes:
You can also use a 9 x 5-inch loaf pan. Increase baking time by 25 to 30 minutes. (Tent 
loaf with foil if it browns too quickly.)

Original Source:  https://www.marthastewart.com/339837/pumpkin-spice-cake-with-honey-
frosting

Victoria’s Holiday Social – Mini Report

by Doris Belusic

CFB in Victoria, BC held its Christmas holiday social on December 9th at Romeo’s 
restaurant. There were 12 CFB members and supporters, plus three guide dogs in 
attendance. The evening was enjoyable – eating pizzas, pastas, salads and other menu 
items, drinking local on-tap beers, tonic, and tea, and talking with everybody. It was our 
first in-person holiday social since the pandemic began

A very memorable thing happened halfway through the evening – there was a power 
outage! It lasted just over an hour. So the servers put candles on tables and we 
entertained ourselves in candlelight, for those who could see the flames, and for those that
couldn’t, it wasn’t any different, of course – except we couldn’t order warmed desserts or 
hot beverages at that time.

The power had been off in a certain section of Victoria due to heavy wind and luckily the 
power came back on before we needed to pay. Also luckily, we had all received our meals 
and had been eating before the outage.

The social was a nice success, and kudos to Romeo’s manager Chris and staff for their 
competence during what must have been a stressful time.

Hope you all across Canada have a wonderful holiday season, and the best of wishes to 
you for 2023. Cheers!
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Scott LaBarre – In Memoriam

Scott LaBarre 

Scott LaBarre, longtime Federationist and friend, passed away on Saturday, December 10,
2022, surrounded by his family.

”He has done a lot of work for the blind over the years. I'm very sorry to hear that he 
passed away. This is a very sad time for the blindness movement,” said Douglas Lawlor, 
president of the Canadian Federation of the Blind (CFB).

Scott LaBarre attended our CFB ‘Choices and Goals’ convention in May 2021, when he 
was our US National Federation of the Blind (NFB) representative.  You can read an 
excerpt of his very interesting convention message in CFB’s magazine, The Blind 
Canadian, Volume 20, December 2021, found at www.cfb.ca under Publications.

Scott served most recently as NFB national general counsel. The NFB memoriam 
statement says: We are overwhelmingly grateful for the decades of work that Scott did for 
the blind of his generation and beyond, from arguing in the courts on behalf of blind people
who experienced discrimination, to his service as president of the Colorado affiliate, to the 
close personal mentorship he freely gave to hundreds of individuals – all while raising a 
family. Scott was a lawyer who ran his own private law practice in the areas of employment
law, disability rights, and international copyright policy. He held several leadership 
positions within the American Bar Association and the organized blind movement. He 
served as chairman of the Colorado Center for the Blind, led the National Association of 
Blind Lawyers, and helped establish and guide the Jacobus tenBroek Law Symposium. 
His impact will continue to ripple across the world because of his leadership in securing the
Marrakesh Treaty, an international agreement permitting the sharing of accessible books, 
which was just one among the many ways he created positive and lasting change.
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In 2021, the NFB of Colorado had presented a tribute to Scott at their 2021 state 
convention, which you can view on YouTube and it shares more about his story and 
enduring influence, and we will continue to celebrate his life and service. Here’s the 
YouTube link:

Live the Life You Want - A Tribute to Scott LaBarre - YouTube (24 minutes)

https://youtu.be/jBTHYWe7gnI

CFB sends condolences to Scott’s wife and children and to his many Federation friends.

Rest in peace and power.

Letter to President Barack Obama in 2009
The Importance of Braille Literacy

by Scott LaBarre

HISTORICAL ARTICLE (reprinted from www.nfb.org)

Editor’s note: We’d like to honour Scott LaBarre on his passing by reprinting this letter he 
wrote in 2009 to US then-president Barack Obama on the importance of Braille literacy for 
the blind. He really gets the point across. The information is as valid today as it was then, 
the problem still exists, in Canada as well. Here is what he had to say:

Scott LaBarre
Centennial, Colorado
August 27, 2009

Dear President Obama:

My name is Scott LaBarre. I am forty-one years old. I am an attorney with my own law 
practice. I have a wonderful wife and two small children, ages six and four. We own a 
home in the Denver suburbs. Our lives are good. If I told you nothing else, you would think 
that my tale is like that of many professionals living their version of the American dream. 
My story, however, is different in one major respect. I am blind and have been so since 
age ten when a virus took my vision in less than a month.

The blind in our nation face an unemployment rate exceeding 70 percent and are among 
the poorest in our society. My story is much different due in great measure to the fact that, 
as soon as I returned to school after becoming blind, I learned Braille. Without this critical 
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tool and the literacy and independence it brings, I would not be able to practice law 
successfully and earn a living for my family.

Quite frankly, I cannot imagine the world for a blind person without Braille. If you cannot 
see well enough to read print as easily as one with normal vision, no viable substitute for 
Braille exists. Braille allows you to learn to spell, construct sentences, and access a tool 
that brings with it the same benefit as paper and pencil. Even though we live in a highly 
technical age, will we ever tell children to stop learning to write with a pencil or read the 
printed word with their own eyes? The answer is no. Yet that is exactly the message we 
send to the blind youth of America, as evidenced by the fact that only 10 percent of blind 
children are being taught Braille.

Braille is a significant part of my personal and professional life, and I cannot fully describe 
its total influence in my world. For me I could never appear before a judge and jury without 
my notes and other documents at my fingertips. I could not memorize the thousands of 
pages of exhibits or listen to some audio version of them in my ear as I attempt to speak 
articulately, persuasively, and authoritatively to the court.

On a personal level I treasure nothing more than the time spent with my two young 
children, Alexander and Emily. Every night before bed I read them a story. Last night we 
floated down the river with Baloo and Mowgli as I read the Jungle Book. If I didn’t have 
Braille, I wouldn’t be able to take on this simple task that so many American parents take 
for granted and that plays a major role in helping my children learn and become literate.

This year we celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of Louis Braille’s birth and the 
literacy tool he invented. We have commemorated his life and great contribution by 
causing to be minted the Louis Braille Bicentennial Silver Dollar through a Congressional 
measure that you undoubtedly supported in 2006 when you were a senator. We in the 
National Federation of the Blind joyously celebrate this Braille anniversary, but we also 
know that a great deal of work is left to be finished before the blind of America have an 
equal education and are truly literate. Without the literacy that Braille brings, many 
opportunities will remain closed to the blind of our nation. President Obama, join us in 
celebrating this occasion and work with us to bring the American dream to all of us who 
are blind through Braille literacy.

With warmest regards,
Scott LaBarre
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Braille Alphabet

Braille = Literacy 

“Of course I read Braille, yes.”

~ Stevie Wonder
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